
 

NavAtlas™ Expeditions is your complete 
navigation system for navigating where there are 
no roads. The application allows you to create, 

store and manage waypoints and trails, and 
includes navigation tools to help you find your way 

around the great outdoors. 
 

 
 
This screen is your gateway to the application's main functions 
and tools including the Waypoint Manager, the Trail Manager, 
Compasses, GPS diagnostics and other useful items to help you 
plan your excursions and successfully navigate them. Any of the 
tasks that can be performed by tapping one of the screen icons, 

please tap away and experiment! 

WARNING: PLEASE DO NOT REMOVE SD CARD SUPPLIED WITH THIS UNIT
                   ALL MAP FILES ARE INCLUDED WITH ON SD CARD



Navigation Icon will start the Off-Road Navigation software 

From this screen you can access 
features such as Waypoints, Trails, 
Compass, Position, Sunrise/Sunset, 
Map Manager, and Satellites. You 
can also Record the route currently 
being driven 

 
 
 

Main screen features: 

 
 

 
 

 
 



Speedometer Icon will start 
the basic Digital/Analog 
speedometer 

From this screen you can access 
accurate GPS speed as well as an 
Odometer to keep track of your 
mileage and average miles driven 

 
 

From this screen you can connect to 
any Wi-Fi access point or Hotspot to 
enable Map download, software 
updates, import/export directly 
from your Navigation unit 

NOTE: MAKE SURE WI-FI IS OFF 
WHEN NOT IN USE. 

Wi-Fi Icon will access the    Internet/Hotspot feature 



Navigation Functions: 
 
 

Compass: 
Access the compass and GPS statistics reporting by tapping "Compass" 
on the first screen. The compass on the compass screen is controlled by 
GPS tracking. This means that you must be moving forward in your 
vehicle in order to get an accurate bearing from the compass. The 
compass screen also reports your current position, altitude, current 
heading, speed, and distance traveled while the compass is visible. The 
red line on the compass will be over the direction of travel. The value 
reported by the compass will be your TRUE heading as long as your 
vehicle is moving forward and you have good satellite reception. 

 
 



 
 
Waypoints: 
All waypoint tasks are accessible on the Waypoint Manager screen. 
Access the Waypoint Manager screen by tapping "Waypoints" on the 
first screen. A waypoint is the coordinates of a location. There are 
several methods for storing a waypoint. You can save your current 
position, enter actual coordinates, or move a marker on a map to the 
desired waypoint. To make a waypoint from the first screen or from 
the Waypoint Manager screen, tap the menu on that screen, and then 
tap "Create Waypoint". Then select a method for creating a waypoint. 

 
 



The Waypoint Manager is where your waypoints are stored and where 
you can perform various actions on your waypoints. Actions include Go 
to Waypoint, Map Waypoint, Delete Waypoint and several others. 
Waypoints can be shown as a list or may be organized into folders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
To navigate to one of your stored waypoints, tap the desired waypoint 
on the Waypoint Manager Screen and select "Go To Waypoint" to open 
the waypoint-finding compass. The pointer is also customizable from 
the settings screen. As long as you are moving, the pointer will be 
pointing to your destination where the upper edge of the NavAtlas is 
facing the direction of travel. So, if your NavAtlas is mounted with the 
screen perpendicular to the ground, you will be heading to your 
waypoint when the arrow is pointing to the top of the screen. Your 
heading, distance to and estimated time of arrival at your target 
waypoint are continuously updated. Note that this distance is the 
straight-line distance or the as-the-crow-flies distance. The pointer is 
backed by GPS tracking meaning you must be moving along a course of 
travel in order to get meaningful information. 



 

The application accepts the following coordinate types: 

Degrees, Deg/Min, Deg/Min/Sec, UTM and Military Grid. 

For the first three types listed, the application accepts both the 
positive/negative convention and coordinates in 
North/South/East/West 
notation. 
Latitudes south are negative and latitudes north are positive. 
Longitudes west are negative and longitudes east are positive. 

 
For example, to enter latitude 33 degrees, 12 mins, 6 seconds South, 
you would enter the following into the coordinate entry screen: 
Deg: -33 Min: 12 Sec: 6 

 
Note that the negative sign is added to the degree field. If you are 
entering coordinates using the north/south/east/west format, use only 
positive numbers and zero. 



NavAtlas Main Screen: 

 
 

Settings: 
The settings screen allows you to customize coordinate reporting, unit 
reporting, proximity alerts, map types, radar configurations and several 
other aspects of the graphical user interface. 

 
 
 



NavAtlas Main Screen: 

 

 
Sun: 
Sunrise/Sunset shows sunrise and sunset times calculated from the 
date and your location. 

 
 

NOTE: If your time is not accurate, please connect the unit to Wi-Fi so 
that it may update the time via the internet. 



 

 
 

Trails: 
Trails are stored and managed by the Trail Manager screen; from here 
you can see all the recorded trails available on the device. To access 
the Trail Manager screen from the first screen press "Trails". 

 
 



 

REC: 
To record a trail you would perform the following actions, tap the red 
circle on the main menu. The red circle will turn into a red square and 
the recording light will start flashing in the top right corner to indicate 
that recording is in progress. All recording is done in the background 
and recordings must be manually stopped to save. Recording of the 
current trail stops when you tap the red square on the first screen. You 
may view your trail grow as it is being recorded if the trail currently 
being recorded is selected from the Trail Manager screen. 
Recording will take place on any screen. You must remember to return 
to the navigation screen and tap the red square to end background 
trail recording. 

 



 
 

Satellites: 
Here you can view all satellites in the area, connection status, and 
signal strength. This information will show once GPS lock is acquired. 
NOTE: It may take up to 5 min to acquire GPS lock in some cases. 

 



 
 

Map Manager: 
Access the Map Manager by tapping "Map Manager" on the first 
screen. The application comes loaded with basic maps and offers the 
option to download Off-Road/Road maps for offline use. The default 
map source that is provided it the USGS Topo maps, if any other 
map source is selected, you will need to be connected to Wi-Fi for 
these maps to work. 
 



 

 
 
To download a map directly to NavAtlas unit, tap the download map 
icon (the leftmost icon) on the Map Manager screen, then select the 
desired state. All U.S. maps are included with this unit. 

 
 



 

On the popup that is now visible, choose a download location. 
 
 

 
This will open the Map Area Selector Screen where you can select a 
state or province from the list of countries or you can create your own 
map using the NavAtlas Map Creator tool. 

 
Map Area Selector Screen: 

 



 
 

To create your own raster maps, tap "Make My Own Map" at the top of 
the Map Area Selector screen. This will open the Raster Type Selector. 
Select a map type from the list of maps and then press the download 
button at the bottom of the screen to open the Raster Map Creator 
tool. 

 
Raster Map Selector: 

 



 

Raster Map Creator Tool: 

 

Select an area on the Map Creator Tool by drawing a rectangle with 
your finger. Move the map and reset your selection by using the red 
controls at the bottom of the screen. Area selections are limited to 400 
megabytes, but you may download as many areas as you like. When 
you are happy with your selection, press the green download arrow 
icon to begin the download. 
Downloaded raster maps are automatically loaded when you select that 
download type from the menu of any map screen. For example, if you 
created a map from a section of the World Atlas, then that section will 
automatically be loaded when World Atlas Map is selected from the 
menu of any maps screen. 

 

Offline Maps files 
All maps that you download from the Map Manager will 
be available for offline use and will remain on your 
NavAtlas until you delete them. No phone data 
connectivity or Wi-Fi required for GPS



Exporting Data 
 
Export waypoints and trails as GPX files directly to your 
Android phone or tablet from the Navigation unit to view on an 
external device or to send your location and recorded trails to friends. 
GPX files are readable by Google Earth and some other applications. 

 
First, open the NavAtlas Utility app on your Android phone or tablet so 
that you will be able to receive the exported file. On the Utility app, tap 
GPX Files to open the GPX File Manager. 

 
 



NavAtlas Utility App for Android GPX File Manager: 
 
NavAtlas and the NavAtlas Utility Phone app use Wi-Fi Direct 
technology to transfer GPX files and maps from phone to navigation 
and vice-versa, no need for cell service or home Wi-Fi. Make sure that 
you have Wi-Fi enabled on both machines. After tapping “Receive GPX” 
on the NavAtlas Utility app, you will see the GPX File Receiver Screen, 
TAP START RECIEVER TO BEGIN: 

 
 
 
 
 
GPX File Receiver Screen in the NavAtlas Utility Phone App: 

 



Next, if you have not already created a GPX file, you will need to create 
one from your waypoints or recorded tracks. 

 
To create a GPX file from your tracks, tap “Trails” on the NavAtlas Main 
screen. 

 
On the Trail Manager Screen, tap a trail and select “Export Trail” to 
export only that trail, or, tap the GPX icon at the top right of the screen 
to export all your trails to the GPX file. 

 
 
Your GPX file has been created and now you will need to send it to the 
NavAtlas Utility App where you can share it by email or view it in an 
application like Google Earth. 



 

To send the file to your Android device, open the left hand panel on the 
NavAtlas Main Screen and select Manage GPX Files: 

 
 
 

After tapping Manage GPX Files, tap “Send GPX to NavAtlas Utility App” 
 



Then, select a GPX file from the list of GPX files found on your NavAtlas: 
 
 

 
Tapping a GPX file on the list will open the Transfer GPX Screen. 
When the Transfer GPX Screen is opened, the NavAtlas will immediately 
begin to look for your Android device. You must have your NavAtlas 
Utility Phone app opened to the GPX File Receiver Screen, described 
earlier. When found, your Android device will be listed below the name 
of the file to transfer. The device name will be an alpha-numeric code 
like SCH-1545. Tap the device name and an “Invitation to Connect” 
message will appear on your Android Device. Accept the invitation. 
When the Connection Status on the Transfer GPX screen, shown below, 
reads CONNECTED, press the Transfer GPX button. If the NavAtlas unit 
fails to find your Android phone or tablet, tap the red question mark at 
the bottom of the screen for additional instructions. 

 





 
 

 
 
 

Trouble Shooting 
 
Q. I cannot get GPS reception ... Why are all fields stuck at "Waiting"? 

 
A. Check to see if the antenna wire is fully extended and there is a 
clear view of the sky, placing the antenna under metal panels will 
prevent signal lock. 

 
Q. The unit is showing a blank screen? 

A. In some cases, there can be software “Hiccups” that will cause the 
unit to malfunction. Simply restart the unit and recheck. If there is still    
a blank screen or it shows the Android boot screen and does not 
continue to load, press and hold the power button for 15sec to “Hard 
Reset” the unit. 

Q. When connecting to the mobile app, the app does not successfully 
pair to the NavAtlas unit or “Connection Status” fails to connect for 
transferring maps or Importing/Exporting GPX files? 

A. If there is a pairing issue, restart the mobile device and the NavAtlas 
unit, then retry. 
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